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Hot Off the Press!!
PSE released their quarterly SMQ printed edition at the beginning of June. In addition to the pricing data, there are always a
few written articles. Scott Murphy, President of PSE, opens
the SMQ with his “Enough Said” column. That column was followed by an article on the 2016 Set Registry winners. There
was one more article, the only article written by an “outsider.”
The article was titled “Trends in the Graded Market” and was
authored by our editor, Ray Lieberman. We are extremely
thankful for the inclusion of Ray’s article in which he expresses his views on today’s U.S. graded stamp market. Since
many of our readers no longer acquire the printed SMQ editions, we are presenting his article for your enjoyment. We sincerely hope that you will provide us with your opinions of the
present graded marketplace. Enjoy. RS

Trends in the Graded Market
By Raymond Lieberman
In my current consulting role, I have a very comprehensive view of the graded U.S.
stamp market. I review the auctions of all major auction houses, key graded stamp
dealers, eBay graded sales as well as speaking with many avid grading collectors.
In addressing the subject of grading, the reader should be aware that I have a bias – I
am a huge fan of grading. I believe that grading has saved the stamp hobby and will in
the future ensure its survival and prosperity.
While the traditional hobby leadership has not fully accepted grading, the answer to the
hobby’s dilemma of a shrinking base of active collectors resides with the grading aspect of the hobby. Grading will attract a new class of collector who views graded
stamps as an investment. Graded stamps are an exciting alternative investment for the
21st century.
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Hot Off the Press!! / Continued
While the overall state of the graded market is strong especially for classic period
stamps, there are varying trends that demonstrate significant differences in valuation
growth.
USED. Finding used highly-graded stamps has always been a challenge since these
examples not only require the requisite grade but they have spent a trip through the
mailstream and removal from the piece carrying the stamp. The valuation of highlygraded used stamps is increasing at a very strong pace as more collectors start focusing on their scarcity. I have even seen some modern used stamps being offered and
sold at prices that amaze even me.
COILS. Coils continue to show strength especially used coils (reinforcing the comments above). The interest in coils has now expanded from the classic WashingtonFranklin head coils to modern coils. Coils from the Liberty series are even demonstrating large valuation increases. I have actually been motivated to examine philatelic mail
received over the last 10-15 years and just thrown into a box. I was fortunate to find a
couple of nice examples that I have now placed in my safe deposit box!

OG – HINGED. This is an area that for years has languished. As a result, the NH premium has grown to historic levels. It is not unusual to see highly-graded classic stamps
where the NH version is priced 10+ times more than the identically graded OG version.
While the OG market is not yet showing dramatic growth, it is about to become the
“hot” market in graded stamps. If you take the time to calculate what an appropriate adjustment might look like, you will instantly understand why you should focus on this
segment.
MODERN. Stamps from the post-WWII era (1945+) are a part of the graded market
that has reached maturity. Valuations have leveled and will probably not increase again
in the foreseeable future. With few exceptions, the market for grades 95 and below is
stagnant. Even 100 graded stamps have seen a squeeze in actual selling prices. The
supply is the overriding issue. When reviewing stamps in this segment, a review of the
PSE population database should be your first stop. While the majority of these stamps
are under pressure, there are still a few hidden treasures.
BOB. Back-of-the-Book covers a huge variety of stamps. The valuation trends differ
significantly. While the supply side may reveal the smallest numbers of graded stamps,
it is the demand side that controls valuations. With the interest in BOB items increasing, this segment should be the recipient of increased demand and increased valuations.
Please remember that all the above comments are just my thoughts. I would love to
receive your thoughts. Please feel free to email me at ray@100J-gradingnewsletter.com. You will receive a free subscription to the grading newsletter “100J –
The Summit of Stamp Collecting.” Thanks for interest in graded stamps. They are the
future of philately.
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100J of the Month
We start each issue of 100J with an outstanding 100J example. This month we have
selected an unusual 100J for your enjoyment.
Pictured is a Scott 368 NH centerline block (“CLB”)
which was sold at the Siegel May 11th auction this
year. It is supported by a 2016 PSE certificate grading it 100J. While Scott values an ungraded NH CLB
at $250, this gem realized $2,006 (including the 18%
buyer’s premium).
CLB’s are the scarcest of the imperforate position
pieces. Scott 368 had a quantity of 1,273,900
stamps printed, which would yield a maximum of
3,184 CLB’s. The actual number surviving is significantly lower. One of the more frequent reasons for
CLB losses is the fact that many large sheets were
cut into smaller panes thus eliminating the CLB.
Another major loss of CLB’s occurred when large imperforate sheets were sold to the
private vending companies. They cut the sheets into strips for use in their vending machines. That destroyed a large number of CLB’s of all involved issues.
You will note that in order to receive the grade of 100J, imperforate stamps must show
pieces of all the surrounding stamps. In the case of a single 100J, this means defacing
the eight stamps surrounding the middle stamp. When it comes to blocks of four, this
means destroying the surrounding twelve stamps. Scott 368 NH ungraded singles are
valued at $25 each. So in creating a 100J CLB, the sacrificed stamps already have a
large financial cost. In the case of this block, the lost stamps alone are valued at $300.
While some imperforates can be found in large multiples including the CLB, for others
such larger pieces are very hard to find. So while ungraded Scott 368 CLB’s are available at reasonable prices, the CLB featured this month has few companions. This is
without a doubt one of the premier CLB’s in American philately.
Grading is the most exciting new aspect of philately since stamps were first issued!
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Editor’s Thoughts
We live in turbulent times. There is little doubt
that anyone would disagree with this statement.
Hardly a day goes by when we are not
assaulted by watching the news.

At times like these, it is often hard to focus on
our hobby. Yet it is precisely at a time like this
when philately plays an important role in our
personal lives.
I always remember the photo of FDR sitting at
his desk surrounded by his stamp albums
examining his stamps. This occurred in the
midst of World War II when the burdens on him
were unrelenting.

Auction Results / We are presenting a
different type of auction review this month. We
are reviewing the June graded sales on eBay.
Pages 10 - 13.
Grading Contest / Our first expanded
contest winner. This month’s contest is going
to be tough. Three graded coils!! Pages 14 16.
FDR often related how collecting stamps provided him with the ability to relax and
focus his mind away from the daily task of making life-and-death decisions. If our
hobby provided FDR with such a therapeutic benefit, I am convinced that as we enter
a new world, stamps will help us retain our sanity and provide happiness!
Although stamp collecting is an extremely old hobby, probably dating back to the
issuance of the Penny Black in 1840, it has experienced a decline in “active” collectors
since the 1960’s. Today, there is serious doubt about the future of this wonderful
hobby. It might be fair to say that stamp collecting has not kept pace with changing
attitudes and technology.
We often ask ourselves, “Is there anything new in philately that might increase interest
in our hobby?” Unfortunately, up to the new millennium (the year 2000), the answer
was no - nothing new.

Then in 2002, PSE introduced a new uniform grading process. This innovation allowed
for third-party (independent) grading of stamps. No longer were collectors reliant on
dealers’ descriptions about authenticity and how a stamp was centered. This
introduction also increased collectors’ knowledge of valuations based on grade. While
no one stated this in 2002, the introduction of grading by PSE has been the
biggest change in our hobby since its inception!
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Editor’s Thoughts / Continued
From a personal perspective, by 2002, my interest in the hobby was definitely declining. Grading increased not only my interest but, more importantly, it also increased my
stamp expenditures significantly. Grading was a new fascinating aspect of philately for
me.
In the intervening years, grading has expanded its fan base and the number of organizations providing grading services. Grading has also established a solid footing in the
auction world.
When grading was introduced, I researched it as much as possible. The more I understood, the more I realized that grading would open the door to a new class of collector the investor. Grading appeared to have the ability to be the salvation of our hobby.
As the years have passed, my initial thoughts have only been reinforced. Grading can,
and should be, the instrument that creates a path for individuals to become new philatelists.
What has always confused me (and at times even angered me) is why the philatelic
leadership has avoided discussing grading. There is almost nothing written about grading in the philatelic press. This lack of reporting on grading is so pronounced that it is
hard not to feel it.
Today, we have grading being accepted by the majority of hobby members but avoided
by the hobby’s leadership and press. Something needs to change. Unfortunately, the
longer the present situation remains unchanged, the more the hobby suffers.
RL
SO SAD, ISN’T IT?

Topic of the Month
Graded Population Databases
We are very lucky today to have free access to the population databases of PSE and
PF. These population databases allow us to determine the validity of pricing and help
us uncover opportunities.
This month, we intend to share with our readers our knowledge of how to effectively
use population data to increase grading understanding. For some of you, this column
will only cover ground you have walked on many times before. For others, however, it
might be like Columbus sighting the “new world.” Regardless of your knowledge of
these databases, you should read this article. If you don’t find at least one new piece of
information, we will refund your money!!
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Topic of the Month / Continued
Different Databases:
Today, there are three organizations that grade stamps.
1. Professional Stamp Experts (PSE), Henderson, NV.
2. Philatelic Foundation (PF), New York, NY.
3. Philatelic Stamp Authentication and Grading (PSAG), Melbourne, FL.
We will discuss PSE and PF in detail in this article. PSAG does not provide population
numbers on their website. There was a fourth company - Weiss Expertizing but Mr.
Weiss passed away in 2015 and his company ceased operations.
It’s time for a personal confession. Until we were researching last month’s “Topic of the
Month,” the Linn’s U.S. Graded Stamp Report (“LUSGSR”), we were unaware that the
Philatelic Foundation (“PF”) had a population database on their web site. In last
month’s article, we wanted to include the population for the LUSGSR selected stamps
from both the PSE and PF databases. While we were willing to manually count the PF
graded certificates, we fortunately found the link on the PF website that displays their
graded population numbers in a very similar format to PSE’s “Population Report.”
PF Population Database. The PF population database can easily be accessed by following these steps:
1. Proceed to PF website - www.philatelicfoundation.org.
2. Select “Certificate Search” located on the PF home page at the top left side.
3. A search menu appears with several selection boxes. To find the graded population report, enter the Scott number you are reviewing.
4. Next, in the “PF Grade” selection box scroll down and select “All Graded.”
5. Make sure that in the “Symbol” and “Submission Type” selection boxes, “All” is
selected - it should already be.
6. Do not enter anything in the other selection boxes.
7. Click “Search” located at the top left.
8. What now appears is a listing of all graded certificates for the stamp you selected. It includes all conditions (i.e., NH, OG, Used, etc.). There are also pictures of the graded stamps.
9. Click “Population” at the top right. BINGO! You now have a population view
very similar to PSE’s Population Report.
This function was new to us although it was added to the PF website in 2013.
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Topic of the Month / Continued
In comparing PSE with PF, you will be faced with a small dilemma. PF includes grades
with suffixes containing the letters “XQ.” This stands for extra quality and denotes a
stamp of superior quality. How to merge these XQ stamps with the PSE database is a
question for you to solve. In last month’s issue where we listed the graded population
quantities of both PSE and PF, we chose to ignore the XQ stamps. It didn’t affect the
data significantly since the number of such stamps was small compared to the total
graded stamps for an issue.
One major advantage of the PF website is that all their graded certificates are accompanied with pictures of the graded stamps. For example, if you wanted to see what a
graded 95 50¢ Trans-Mississippi (Scott 291) looks like, you can see photos of all the
ones they have graded. This is a very useful feature when attempting to estimate a
grade for a stamp you own since you can compare it to photos of PF graded examples.

PSE Population Database. PSE not only launched grading but set the standards for
first class dealer/collector support. Their population database is superior from all perspectives; it is extremely simple.
On their home page (www.gradingmatters.com), the first selection in the upper left
part of the toolbar is labeled “SMQ & POP.” When you select this, two flags are displayed - the United States and Canada. Selecting the US flag opens a new page that
displays two boxes - “Stamp Market Quarterly” (the valuation database) and
“Population Report.”
In the Population Report, if you enter a Scott number and then click “Search,” you will
be presented with the PSE graded population report for the stamp you selected. I am
sure that almost all our readers are familiar with the PSE population report so we won’t
discuss its mechanics any further. If any of our readers have questions about how to
use the PSE Population Report, PLEASE contact us. If you wish, we will provide you
with a personal tutorial.
There is a population feature which may be unknown to many of our readers. A secret?
Question - What would you do if you wanted to find out the total number of 98 graded
Presidential series stamps (Scott 803 - 834)? Using the population report discussed
above, you would need to enter the individual Scott numbers, one at a time, into the
population report - a tiresome task.
A much faster and more efficient way to obtain the data would be to access the old
PSE population report that listed all this set’s population numbers on one page. While
that report was easily accessed before the recent PSE website change, the new website has eliminated that functionality - at least at first glance.
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Topic of the Month / Continued
To obtain access to that report, you need to scroll to the bottom of any PSE website
page. You will see several options for additional information. For example, if you select
“Cert Verification” it will open the appropriate page. On the right side of the page, you
will see the old PSE selection list. Select “Population Report.” The old population report
is now displayed. Scroll down until you find “1938 Presidential Issue (803-834).” Click
on that and once again you will see the entire series on one page - all stamps, all
grades. This population report lists ALL grading categories from 10 to 100J. It is the
only report that is all inclusive. You now have a secret!
Using the Population Report to Identify Opportunities. Now that we have discussed the basics of the population databases, let’s discuss the heart of this topic. Using population data will reveal which stamps may be overvalued or undervalued. Understanding how to identify these stamps will ensure that you spend your resources
wisely.
To easily understand how to identify opportunities by reviewing population data, we will
start the discussion with a recent example.
Larry H. is one of our favorite and most active 100J subscribers. Larry understands
grading very well. In fact, when you read the Grading Contest section, you will see his
name as the first winner of our newly expanded contest.
Recently Larry purchased a 100 graded Scott 938 - the 1945 3¢ Texas Statehood issue. Most of the modern commemoratives graded 100 can be purchased at a large discount from SMQ. Larry paid $225 - $40 MORE than SMQ. Why?

The answer is relatively simple. Larry realized that after 15 years of grading, only TWO 938’s have been graded 100 by PSE (none by PF). With
only two graded 100’s AND with an adequate total number graded (103),
you could probably say that this stamp, graded 100, is a true 20th century
rarity.
Below is the current population summary. We use this format since it helps
us to quickly get a clear picture.

Population
NH

Total
103

≤95J
50

Scott 938 - 3¢ Texas Statehood
Grades
98
98J
100
100J
51
0
2
0

Jumbos
#
Grades
1
90J
As of 06/13/2017
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Topic of the Month / Continued
Using population databases to identify opportunities can be as easy as the Scott 938
example on the previous page. They can also be much, much more involved. In subsequent issues, we will delve more deeply into the importance of fully understanding the
population report.
Whenever we are confronted with either a graded buying or selling situation, we first
turn to the population report. After understanding what it is telling us about the subject
stamp, we then turn to the SMQ database. In a perfect world, prices of graded stamps
would line up perfectly with their populations. As we all know, we do not live in a perfect world - not even close. So there will ALWAYS be opportunities in both directions
caused by an imbalance between supply (population) and demand (valuation).
We think that we have given the topic of opportunities a great deal of time over the last
15 years. Next month we will begin to look at this topic in grater depth by discussing an
interesting aspect - what are modern jumbos REALLY worth? It should be thoughtprovoking and open some eyes. Stay tuned.

Database of the Month
Flat-Press Printing Special Deliveries
This month, we return to one of the most valuable parts of 100J. The Database of the
Month is an attachment sent along with the PDF copy of 100J. The database takes a
very detailed look at the monthly selection. It views the selected stamps from perspectives not typically presented in one report. It highlights stamps with significant opportunity. It is a section well worth reading.
This month we have selected the flat-press printing Special Delivery issues, Scott E1 E14.
We have restructured the data and comments to make your review more enticing.
Hopefully, we have ensured that your review of the material will take less time. We
have also aimed at ensuring that the conclusions are easier to find and that they are
presented logically.
With the series we are reviewing this month, almost all the stamps should be considered “key stamps” worthy of acquiring.
While we want your comments, suggestions and criticisms about every part of this
monthly newsletter, we are especially interested in you communicating your thoughts
about the “Database of the Month.” PLEASE share your thoughts with us.
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Tip of the Month
Private Vending Coils
Private vending coils are a very fascinating piece of philatelic history. In the early part
of the 20th century, various companies developed machines that would help both consumers and businesses obtain and apply stamps to envelopes.
The “2017 Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States & Covers” has an excellent
short narrative on page 575.
Some of the better known private vending companies were The Mail-o-Meter Company, The Schermack Company, and the U.S. Automatic Vending Company. The era of
private vending ranged from approximately 1906 to 1928. At that point both the POD
and Pitney Bowes were responsible for the elimination of this interesting part of our
hobby.
This month we have selected private vending coils as the Tip of the Month. In our June
grading contest the third stamp was a Scott 575 Schermack III guide line pair (see
page 14 of this issue). We inserted that selection into last month’s grading contest to
prepare you for this month’s tip.
Unfortunately, PSE does not publish metrics on graded private vending stamps. While
certificates of authenticity are commonplace for these stamps, we have not seen more
than a handful of graded items.
There is certainly an opportunity here, offering you a chance to get involved at the beginning of grading for this area. The grading aspects for private vending stamps are
very similar to those of coil issues. In evaluating these stamps, you need to focus on
the same features as coils. Margins for the top and bottom (for horizontal singles and
pairs) or the left and right (for vertical singles and pairs) should be equal in size. The
design should be free of any vending holes applied. For Schermack III items, the holes
should not be broken through. Take a look at last month’s Schermack pair in the grading contest - it has most of the requirements of a highly-graded example.
Top and Bottom Margins: They look fairly equal with the bottom margin slightly larger.
Schermack Holes: The Schermack holes look equidistant
on a vertical basis. They also appear very well positioned on
a horizontal basis and do not touch the design.
Icing on the Cake: The Schermack holes are complete and
not broken. Overall - a beautiful example.
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Tip of the Month / Continued
Our tip this month is aimed at this category and not a particular stamp or set. We believe that while PSE has offered grading for this category for some time, there are very
few examples that have been graded. This makes this area ripe for opportunity. We
forecast that a year from today, private vending coils will be a “hot” area.
STRATEGIES
Graded: It is almost impossible to purchase graded examples today. Since PSE
doesn’t list this category in its databases, you will need to review Scott valuations for
ungraded examples and then make your own estimate of graded valuations based on
what you know about the graded market.
Ungraded: Purchasing ungraded examples and submitting them for grading is
the most viable strategy and probably the only available option. Private vending
stamps, while having a devoted following, are still available at modest prices, especially used singles. The real issue when purchasing such stamps is the question of their
authenticity. A steadfast rule of ours is never purchase private vending stamps without
a certificate or if without a certificate, submit the item for certification under an extended return policy. Yes, in the past we have been the victims of fakes. The ungraded
strategy will ensure that you will be able to purchase some examples that will grade
very favorably and net you a significant windfall. It will take sellers some time to catch
up on the idea that graded private vending coils are on the verge of becoming a new
hot collecting area.
Potential Valuations: Until PSE expands its valuations to include this group, you will
need to become the valuations “expert” for such examples. Scott has recently expanded the valuations for this group. Start with their ungraded numbers and add a premium
for the grade assigned. Apply your knowledge of how graded stamps are priced - a
tough undertaking on the best day. Please feel free to discuss this with us.
Conflict-of-Interest Statement: Never accept a “tip” about anything from anyone who
does not provide you with a conflict-of-interest statement. You need to understand if
that person is providing a tip to help themselves rather than you.
As of July 10, 2017, we own many ungraded private vending stamps in various formats
and in various conditions. Some have the potential to become highly-graded. We have
an admitted bias in recommending this group. Therefore, please take all that we
have written with an understanding that we will benefit from an expansion of interest in
private vending stamps. This does not mean that what we have written is not the truth
as we see it. We intend to become active in this area with a significant monetary benefit in both realized and unrealized gains.
The “Tip of the Month” column contains the sole opinions of the editorial staff of 100J. They are not
based on comments by any dealer or organization. The opinions expressed in this section should not be
relied upon for any purchase contemplated by the reader. The opinions expressed are strictly the unsubstantiated views of the editorial staff of 100J.
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Auction Results / June eBay Results.
We did get a few comments about our June Auction Results column. Virtually all the
comments reflected the same comment, which can be summarized in a single word WOW!! Not only did we present more detail about an auction, but we also presented it
in such a different way. Our readers now will know more about an auction than the auction house itself! This is why we are here - to increase your grading knowledge.
This month we are taking a different look at an auction. We will be reviewing eBay’s
June results for PSE-graded stamps. We think you will be surprised by some of the
metrics.
TERMINOLOGY. First, we should review some basic terminology. eBay conducts several forms of auctions. The most basic is a straightforward auction that terminates after
a certain length of time - most frequently seven days. Auctions can also run for 1, 3, 5,
or 10 days. An eBay auction is very different than a typical live auction conducted by
an auction firm. eBay auctions end when the selected length of time expires. A traditional (live) auction ends when the last bid has been entered regardless of the time
spent on a lot. This is a major difference.
eBay also conducts fixed price auctions. Fixed price auctions can be attached to a regular auction as a “Buy It Now” (“BIN”) option or be held as a straightforward BIN auction. BIN auctions also have an option for accepting offers from bidders.
eBay reports auction results with full transparency except for those sales that result
from accepting lower prices than the original set price. Those auctions where the seller
accepts an offer from a bidder are called “accepting the best offer.” In such cases,
eBay only reports the original item price with a notation about accepting the best
offer.
Therefore, in constructing our metrics, we have listed sold prices as:
•

Auctions. Auctions have one or more bidders.

•

Buy It Now. These may be attached to a regular auction or be structured as a
fixed price only sale.

•

Best Offer. For these sales, we only have a view of the original offered price
and not the lower accepted price. From experience, the reduction from the original price might be small or extremely large depending on the offered item and
the dealer involved. When reviewing our metrics, please keep this in mind. We
simply do not have a better way of presenting this data because of eBay’s reporting practice.

METHODOLOGY. This data was generated by using eBay’s advanced search for sold
listings. The “Search” function is listed at the upper right part of any eBay auction page.
We select the “Advanced” search which is to the right of Search. This takes you to an
input page where you have a host of items to select that will help you find what you are
looking for.
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Auction Results / Continued
We enter the word “grade” in the first box labeled “Enter keywords or item number.”
Then we select “Stamps” from the dropdown menu in the box labeled “In this category.” Finally and most importantly, we check the box labeled “Sold listings” under the
heading labeled “Search including.” Scroll down to the bottom and click on “Search.”
You now have a view of all SOLD eBay listings using the word grade in the Stamp category. Does this select all sold graded stamps? No, but it does capture 98+% of this
activity.
METRICS. We have a complete listing of PSE graded eBay sales for the month of
June. We only selected PSE-graded items since we strongly believe that their grading
is more accurate than that of the other grading enterprises. We only select graded singles and coil pairs since PSE does not value larger pieces like blocks and plate blocks.
We round all sales to the nearest dollar. Here are the June PSE-graded sold items:
A.
Auction
Buy It Now
Best Offer *
Totals

Total Completed Transactions
Items #
Items %
Total $
Avg $/Item
50
25.0%
$2,096
$42
71
35.5%
4,413
62
79
39.5%
10,897
138
200
100.0%
$17,406
$87

From prior work, June appears to be an anomaly as far as the number of graded items
sold. In fact, only about half as many items sold compared to other months we have
reviewed. The number of eBay sales are easily impacted when sellers place low-value
items starting with bids of $1 or less. These will always sell but will reduce the average
sold value.
B.
Auction
Buy It Now
Best Offer *
Totals

Range of Sold Prices per Item
$1-99
$100-499
$500-999
$1,000+
47
2
1
0
59
12
0
0
38
39
2
0
144
53
3
0

Once again, June appears to be an anomaly. While transactions over $1,000 are not
often seen, there are some in almost all months. As of today (July 5th), there are almost 500 graded items on eBay with opening or fixed amounts of $1,000 or more. The
highest valued item is a Q12 graded 100 NH. It is offered by momenstamps for
$35,000. It has been listed for some time.
The final metrics will examine the eBay graded marketplace from grade and condition
perspectives.
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Auction Results / Continued
C.

Grades
Buy It Now Best Offer *

Auction
100J
100
98J
98
95J
95
90J
90
85J
85
80J
80
75J
75
70J
70
60
50 and lower
Totals

1

1

10

11
1
10
1
21
1
14

21
4
4
5
2
1
2

50

5
1
4

10
1
9
2
26
1
17
1
5

12
1
30
3
57
2
42
2
23

3

1

13
1
9
1
3
1

79

200

3

1

71

Totals

The grading analysis shows that the majority of graded eBay sales occur at grades other than highly-graded (grades 98+). Highly-graded account for 43 stamps or 21.5%.
When you add the next lower grade of 95 and 95J, the total is over half the entire June
sold population - 103 or 51.5%. While it may be obvious, eBay sold graded stamps are
basically the lower grades: Up to 90J equal 48.5% of total graded sold; up to 95J
equal 78.5% of total graded sold.
D.
NH
OG
Used
Totals

Auction
41
3
6
50

Condition
Buy It Now Best Offer *
53
60
10
6
8
13
71
79

Totals
154
19
27
200

Finally, when we view eBay June sales by condition, the metrics do not reveal anything
unusual. The composition of June eBay sales approximates the mix of graded stamps
from all venues.
Let’s take a stab at summarizing what all this indicates about eBay as venue for PSEgraded sales.
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Auction Results / Continued
June eBay PSE-Graded Sales
Conclusions
We need to acknowledge that the raw data obtained for our analysis is not 100% accurate. There are some additional sales not captured by our data inquiry. “Best offer accepted” sales do not reflect the actual sold prices. There are other data issues that we
will discuss further.
1. Is eBay an effective BUYING venue? When we wrote the Auction Results column
(July 5th), there were approximately 8,000 items listed when we used a search for
the key word “grade” in the category of United States stamps. Not all items included
in this search are legitimately graded. Some sellers use the word grade in a very
liberal way. They use words and phrases such as high-grade, should be graded,
quality-grade, collector grade, etc. This deflates the number of actual graded
stamps. If we assume 20% of the eBay graded listings are not really graded, then
we can estimate that there are approximately 6,500 graded stamps for sale. The
range of prices is from $ .01 to $35,000. There are only about 400 items for sale
using an auction format. The remainder are Buy It Now. The majority of non-auction
items list a Buy It Now price with a “Best Offer” option. Today, almost all sellers will
accept offers especially those that are fair to both parties. Conclusion: We find
eBay to be a very positive BUYER venue.
2. Is eBay an effective SELLING venue? While June was an anomaly in the number
of items sold (about 1/2 the “normal” volume), the selling statistics are not very positive. In June, the selling ratio was approximately 3% (200/6500). This is not a very
impressive percentage. In a good selling month, the selling ratio might reach 6%.
This is still not very encouraging for sellers. If you now look at the metrics of the
sold items, the picture becomes even more disturbing. Look at tables A. and B.
above as they relate to selling prices. If you are a seller of quality-graded items,
eBay does not represent a favorable venue. For lower-cost graded material, the picture is better from a sales ratio perspective but pricing is savage at the very low
end. Conclusion: eBay is not a great venue for the SELLER. When the seller is
selling better quality graded items, eBay becomes even a less favorable partner.
Use eBay for sales of lesser-quality items significantly discounted.
3. Is eBay a worthwhile graded venue overall? To adequately answer this question,
let’s start with the conclusion. Conclusion: eBay is a wonderful venue for viewing graded US stamps. Thanks to eBay’s low to non-existent listing fees, you will
find that eBay has the best graded offerings in the world! If you collect graded US
stamps, you must be a constant viewer of eBay’s graded items. When you perform
a search of graded US items, select the sort by highest price. It starts with the previously mentioned Q12 graded 100 NH listed at $35,000 and offers the viewer some
of the best graded stamps around. One caveat - some of the prices are way out of
touch with reality. So don’t be confused by the pricing. Look at the wonderful items
available for you when you win the lottery! If we win first, they will all be gone!!
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Grading Contest / Our First Newly Expanded Grading Contest Winner!
We have the first winner of our newly expanded grading contest. The name should be
familiar to our readers since this is not his first or even second contest win. The winner
of our June grading contest is a true grading expert. The winner is Larry Hull.
Larry is not only our most avid grading contest fan from a grading expertise perspective
but also from an “early bird” perspective. Larry was one of the early birds returning his
contest guesses less than a half day after the June issue was distributed. Larry wins
$100 for June by guessing correctly two of the three stamps. No one guessed all three
accurately. There were a few entries that guessed two correctly and tied with Larry.
With ties going to the earliest received entry, Larry is the winner.
Here are the correct answers to the June grading contest:
Stamp 1: Scott 236. It is a PSE graded 90J NH
stamp. The certificate number is 01157959 dated
January 21, 2008. We purchased this on eBay
and owned this until 2015 when it was sold
through a Kelleher auction. It is 1 of 14 graded
90J. There are 48 graded higher. The total number of Scott 236 NH graded is 266. It is valued by
PSE at $675. It is 124 years old and NH - a great
combination.

Stamp 2: Scott 662. It is a PSE graded 95 NH stamp. The certificate number is 01331006 dated May 22, 2017. This stamp is also
supported by a 2002 APS certificate. It is 1 of 36 graded 95.
There are only 23 graded higher. The total number of Scott 662
NH graded is 136. It is valued by PSE at $250. The KansasNebraska set has always been one of our favorite graded sets.
This stamp will soon be for sale on eBay in the thanks-for-thememories-1 store (Ray’s store).
Stamp 3: Scott 575 Schermack III guide-line
pair. It is a PSE graded 98 OG pair (left stamp
is NH). The certificate number is 01331016 dated April 26, 2017. The stamp is also supported
by a 2014 PF certificate. Many of our readers
may be unaware that PSE continuously expands its grading universe. PSE grades private
vending stamps. It uses criteria very much like
coil stamps. Unfortunately PSE does not publish SMQ or population numbers for such specialized items. Scott values this pair at $450 (in italics). This is a great piece. Not only
is the pair very hard to find but it is probably the highest graded example that exists. It will soon be for sale on eBay in the thanks-for-the-memories-1 store (Ray’s
store).
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Grading Contest / Continued
Just in case you did not read the grading rules in our June issue, here is our newly expanded grading contest.
1. WIN $150. If you guess the correct grade of all three stamps, you win $150.
2. WIN $100. If you guess the correct grade of two of the three stamps, you win $100.
3. WIN $50. To win $50, you don’t need to get any of the stamp grades correct. You
need to have the closest average grade of the three stamps.
If you win the contest, we will immediately send the money to your PayPal account. We
award real money, not a credit!
Each reader is allowed to enter the monthly contest only once. Each entry needs to list
the grade of each of the three stamps. We will only award one prize per month. In case
of a tie, the first correct entry submitted will win the prize. Therefore, be sure to get
your entry in early.
Just to clarify how we award the monthly prize, here is the scenario. The first entry to
correctly guess all 3 grades wins. If no one guesses all 3, then the first entry to correctly guess 2 of the 3 grades wins. If no one guesses 2 grades correctly, the monthly prize
is awarded to the entry with the closest average grade regardless of the individual
stamp guesses. Each month, someone wins a cash prize!
Here is an example of an entry submitted for the monthly contest. It has nothing to do
with our actual contest this month.
Stamp 1: 98

Stamp 2: 75

Stamp 3: 95J

Jumbos are worth 3 points. The average grade (the $50 prize) is calculated as follows:
Average = 98 + 75 + 95 + 3 (for the jumbo) = 271 / 3 = 90.3 (rounded)
Most importantly, please remember,

You have to be in it to win it!!
This month we decided to see how well you can guess coil grades. Here we go!
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Grading Contest / Continued
Stamp 1.
Scott 411 LP.

Stamp 2.
Scott 606a PR.

Stamp 3. Scott 847 PR.

Simply send an email to ray@100J-grading-newsletter.com with your best
guesses of the grades for stamps 1,2, and 3. Since ties are awarded to the earliest received submission, enter early! The contest ends July 31st at 11:59 PM
(EDT). GOOD LUCK!!
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Here is your chance to become a published author. We want you to write an article about graded stamps. It can be a personal story or a scholarly piece. We will
help you at every step along the way.
It can be a great deal of fun and leave you with a feeling of accomplishment. You
will see your name as the author of your article.
Help us educate and entertain the readers of 100J. Share your knowledge with
everyone.
Please contact us if you think you would like to participate. Thank you!

100J is a monthly newsletter created by the eBay stores thanks-for-the-memories-1 (RL) and Quality
US Stamps and More (RS). It is delivered free of charge to all thanks-for-the-memories-1 and Quality US
Stamps and More buyers and others requesting a free subscription. It is edited by Ray Lieberman and
Rich Spector. You may unsubscribe by emailing ray@100J-grading-newsletter.com.

The marks SCOTT and SCOTT's are Registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, and are trademarks of Amos
Press, Inc. dba Scott Publishing Co.

